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	Model View Controller (MVC) is becoming the definitive architecture of website development frameworks due to the stability, extensibility and predictability it lends to development. It is not just the primary separation of database, business logic and interface components, but includes a wide range of considerations for building high-performing, scalable and secure applications.


	Deciding which MVC framework best suits the project you are about to begin is one of the biggest challenges you'll face as a developer. If you are part of a team, this decision has probably already been made for you; but in any event, you'll need to know how (and why) the framework authors made it work the way it does.


	Pro PHP MVC looks at the building blocks that make any good MVC framework, and how they apply to PHP. It exposes all considerations that many developers take for granted when using a popular framework, and teaches you how to make the framework your own. 


	Over the course of reading this book, you will learn the theoretical implications of the choices you would make when writing your own MVC framework, and how to put the pieces together in a cohesive package. We take a look at the highly modular Zend Framework—how to use its collection of loosely coupled classes to build a unified system. We also look at CakePHP, learning from its automated build system (Bakery) and highly intuitive approach to rapid development. This book will lay bare all the secret parts of MVC for you.


	What you’ll learn

	
		The best way to structure your application files
	
		How to get from a URL to the right controller/action
	
		Cleanly interact with data objects
	
		Efficient use of server resources in content delivery
	
		Useful shared class libraries to speed up development
	
		Unit testing to ensure maximum stability



	Who this book is for


	This book is for beginners and advanced developers alike, requiring a basic understanding of PHP5 language features and SQL. If you want to improve your PHP skills, or share the wisdom of popular PHP MVC frameworks, this book will be invaluable to you.
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SilverStripe 2.4 Module Extension, Themes, and Widgets: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	SilverStripe CMS is an open source web content management system used by governments, businesses, and non-profit organizations around the world. It is a powerful tool for professional web development teams, and web content authors rave about how easy it is to use.


	This book is a beginner-friendly introduction to SilverStripe and...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005

	Find the right information and present it the right way


	Take full advantage of all SQL Server Reporting Services can do for you


	Without a way to interpret it, the data in your database just sits there doing nothing. Now you have help! This handy guide shows you how to retrieve data and create reports with the newest...
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S+Functional Data Analysis User's GuideSpringer, 2005

	S+Functional Data Analysis is the first commercial object oriented package for exploring, modeling, and analyzing functional data. Functional data analysis (FDA) handles longitudinal data and treats each observation as a function of time (or other variable). The functions are related. The goal is to analyze a sample of functions instead of a...
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Essential XUL ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Start building XUL-based applications with this introduction to XUL and its technologies
    
    With so many different programming languages and operating systems, developers have been clamoring for a single "meta-language" to develop user interfaces that are cross-platform and cross-device. Mozilla.org responded by creating...
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COM Programming by Example: Using MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO, and COM+ (with CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2000
Use MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO and COM+ to develop COM applications Implement client/server applications with ease with this example-oriented approach to the details and implementation of COM technology in network applications. If there was ever a subject th                                       

Implement client/server applications with...
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Methods for analysis of Golgi complex function, Volume 118: Methods in Cell BiologyAcademic Press, 2013

	This new volume of Methods in Cell Biology looks at methods for analyzing of golgi complex function. Chapters cover such topics as in vitro reconstitution systems, fluorescence-based analysis of trafficking in mammalian cells and high content screening. With cutting-edge material, this comprehensive collection is intended to guide...
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